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File Name Description
Wind,Ext,Alley,Buffet,Blast,Whistle,Violent,Wire flapping.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, buffeting and blasting violently, making wire flap
Wind,Ext,Alley,Buffet,Blast,Whistle,Violent.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, buffeting and blasting violently
Wind,Ext,Alley,Wash,Fluctuating slightly,Faint urban drone.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, noise wash fluctuating slightly & faint urban drone
Wind,Ext,Alley,Whoosh,Dead leaves,Hvac,Distant car,2nd pos.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, dead leaves blowing past & distant car heard
Wind,Ext,Alley,Whoosh,Dead leaves,Urban drone,Hvac,Faint.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, dead leaves, urban drone and hvac heard faintly
Wind,Ext,Alley,Whoosh,Fluctuating slightly,Metal sign rattling.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, metal sign rattling, wind whooshing and fluctuating slightly
Wind,Ext,Alley,Whoosh,Fluctuating slightly,Wire flapping.wav Strong wind in narrow alley, wire flapping, wind whooshing and fluctuating slightly
Wind,Ext,Dynamic,Foliage,Rustle,Metal sign,Clanging,2nd pos.wav Dynamic wind rustling dead foliage, metal sign clanging
Wind,Ext,Dynamic,Foliage,Rustle,Metal sign,Clanging.wav Dynamic wind rustling dead foliage, metal sign clanging
Wind,Ext,Even,Foliage,Rustle,Metal sign,Clanging.wav Even wind rustling dead foliage, metal sign clanging
Wind,Ext,Marina,Masts,Clinking,Engine idling.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking and distant ship engine idling
Wind,Ext,Marina,Masts,Clinking,Rope,Squeaks.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking, rope squeaking
Wind,Ext,Marina,Masts,Metal squeaking,Engine idling.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking, metal squeaking, wires whistling in the wind
Wind,Ext,Marina,Masts,Wires,Buffeting,Whistle,Clank.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking, wires whistling. Some buffeting of mics.
Wind,Ext,Marina,Masts,Wires,Whistle,Clank.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking, wires whistling, metal clanking
Wind,Ext,Marina,Rope,Squeak,Masts,Clinking.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking, rope squeaking
Wind,Ext,Marina,Rope,Squeak,Rhythmic,Masts,Clinking.wav Windswept marina, masts clinking rhythmically, rope squeaking
Wind,Ext,Scrap metal,Debris,Clanging,Blasts.wav Strong wind blasts causing scrap metal clanging & debris flying
Wind,Ext,Street,Empty,Whoosh,Dead leaves,Debris.wav Wind whooshing in empty street, dead leaves & debris flying past
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Blast,Buffeting,Debris,Clinking,Violent,2nd pos.wav Wind whooshing, violent blasting and buffeting debris, also clanking sounds  
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Blast,Buffeting,Debris,Clinking,Violent.wav Wind whooshing, violent blasting and buffeting debris, also clanking sounds  
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Blast,Buffeting.wav Wind whooshing, blasting and buffeting
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Flagpole,Clatter.wav Wind whooshing, flagpole clattering  
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Scrap metal,Debris,Clanging,Squeak.wav Wind whooshing, blowing debris and causing scrap metal to clang & squeak  
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Whistle,Blast,Debris,Plastic,Clink,Flutter.wav Wind whooshing, whistling & blasting plastic debris, clinking & fluttering
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Whistle,Debris,Plastic,Squeak,Flutter.wav Wind whooshing, whistling. Plastic debris squeaking & fluttering
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Whistle,Howl,Ringing.wav Wind whooshing, whistling, howling & ringing
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Whistle,Whip,Clinking,Plastic,Flutter.wav Wind whooshing, whistling & whipping, plastic fluttering
Wind,Ext,Whoosh,Whistle,Whip,Jitter,Sharp.wav Wind whooshing, whistling & whipping, sharp & jittery
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